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Green Feature

Hong Kongś First All-Volunteer University
“Green” Team – BUGS – established
Wong Kam-sing supports
low-carbon initiative

campus

Initiated by Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU), Hong
Kong’s ﬁrst all-volunteer university “green” team – BU
GreenieS (BUGS) – was oﬃcially established in September
2013. The Hon. Wong Kam-sing, HKSAR Secretary for the
Environment, oﬃciated at the launch ceremony and, along
with hundreds of HKBU students and staﬀ in attendance,
expressed appreciation for HKBU’s eﬀorts in addressing
issues of environmental awareness.
HKBU strives to be an environmentally-conscious
educational institution, and since 2010 we have achieved
remarkable results through our campus and
community-funded “Sustainable Low Carbon Campus” project. To further fulﬁll our low-carbon campus aims and
objectives, HKBU recently took a proactive role in establishing the ﬁrst green volunteer team among local tertiary
educational institutions - BU GreenieS (BUGS). BUGS strives to convey “green” awareness to the campus community and
beyond, seeks to improve the environment and to contribute to global sustainability.
The Kick-oﬀ Ceremony for BUGS was held on 24 September 2013. The Hon. Wong Kam-sing, Mr Andy Lee Shiu-chuen,
HKBU Vice-President (Administration) and Secretary, Dr Chung Shan-shan, Convenor of the Task Force on Sustainable
Campus, and Miss Karene Mak Pui-yee, a popular singer, oﬃciated at the ceremony. These distinguished guests lit up the
BUGS logo using energy-generating “E-Gen bikes”.
A pop concert celebrating low-carbon values and community outreach was held immediately following the ceremony.
Karene Mak, also an HKBU alumna, performed and shared her own daily “green” best practices with the audience.
BUS Groove, an eco-percussion group, then demonstrated how to use dismantled bus parts to make musical instruments
and performed a set. Their energetic and interactive performance presented “green” awareness to the audience in a
creative way. Various student groups performed at the concert as well, attracting an audience of over 100 students and
staﬀ. All participants joined in recycling activities and took turns riding on the “E-Gen bikes” that generated power for the
decorative lighting used at the concert.
The Hon. Wong Kam-sing

Guitar Assembly Acoustic Performamce

BUS Groove, eco-percussion group

Green Feature
BUGS cleans up over thousand pounds of beach trash

75 BUGS green volunteers demand a trash-free beach

Volunteers carefully pick up
small bits of trash

The ﬁrst BUGS outing was held on 5 October 2013 with 75 BUGS volunteers pitching in to
help clean up the garbage on Lung Kwu Tan beach in Tuen Mun. Overall, BUGS volunteers
collected a total of 1,030 pounds of trash. BUGS volunteers included HKBU students and
staﬀ, as well as their family members and friends. Extra eﬀort was required when picking up
the countless pieces of styrofoam found on the beach. Most of the litter had washed
ashore from the ocean, and the adverse eﬀects on marine life were clear for all to see. The
BUGS team also picked up a variety of unusual waste (such as a golf bag, school bags, shoes,
toothbrushes, tyres and toys) along with a large amount of commonly found garbage such
as plastic bottles, aluminum cans and disposable tableware. Furthermore, the volunteers
also collected more than 80 cigarette lighters, a quantity which highlights the seriousness of
pollution on our beaches.
One BUGS student volunteer said: “I couldn’t believe that the problem of marine debris is
so serious. Not only does such waste destroy the beautiful environment of the beach, it
also aﬀects the habitat of animals in the vicinity. The consequences could be disastrous if
the animals ate the trash!”
Some staﬀ members also brought their children to the beach cleanup, so that they could
learn how to cherish the environment through hands-on experience. One staﬀ member
said, “Experience is much better than theory. Now, [my children] will know the
consequences of not disposing of garbage properly.”

BUGS volunteers spread out all over Lung Kwu
Tan. A team found an abandoned golf bag

Two tyres were found on the beach

Green Events Highlights
Sustainable Office Scheme (SOS)
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Share Good Green Oﬃce Practices

Build Together a Greener Oﬃce

The Task Force on Sustainable Campus launched the Sustainable Oﬃce Scheme
(SOS) in 2012. A total of 55 SOS Sharing Visits to departments/oﬃces were
arranged during the 2012/13 academic year. Conducted via the Staﬀ Green
Ambassadors network, the SOS Sharing Visits enabled the Task Force to share its
initiatives concerning “green oﬃce” management best practices as well as to learn
more about the on-going “green” eﬀorts of the University community. In order to
provide a comprehensive picture of the overall “green” oﬃce performance of the
University community, the Task Force compiled an overall SOS Sharing Visits
Summary for every visited department/ oﬃce that summarises the “green oﬃce”
best practices of their unit in addition to providing statistics concerning the
on-going green activities of all campus departments/ oﬃces.
To reward and recognize departments/ oﬃces for their eﬀorts made in support of
creating a greener workplace, we have established the “SOS Awards” as an
incentive. During the awards ceremony, the idea of using a tablet personal
computer to display an “E-certiﬁcate” for presentation was adopted. We hope the
University community will continue to work together in striving to build a greener
work environment and a more sustainable culture throughout the University!
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Presenting e-certs to SOS Gold Award Awardees : (From left to right)
School of Continuing Education, Library, Department of Communication Studies,
Sino-Forest Applied Research Centre for Pearl River Delta Environment, Finance Office

TFSC encourages the departments to use washable cutleries whenever possible
TFSC provides eco-friendly souvenir choices for colleagues´reference:
(From left to right)
Recycled Plastic Folder、Corn Starch Pen, Bamboo USB, Recycled Plastic Bag*
*(In Round and Polar Bear Shapes)

Green Events Highlights
In 2012, the HKBU Low-carbon Ambassadors anticipated that there might be
waste-disposal problems arising from the annual Campus Information Day open to the
public. They accordingly wrote a letter to Mr. Andy Lee, Vice President (Administration),
to recommend a number of green measures that could be taken on Information Day to
reduce waste and to promote recycling and “green awareness”. Their suggestions were
endorsed by Mr. Lee and successfully adopted as part of the newly-minted campus
“Green” Information Day this year (2013). This initiative was also warmly supported by
the Hong Kong Sustainable Campus Consortium.

The Hong Kong First Green Uni
versity Info-Day

LAMP Orientation Camp

Thanks to concerted eﬀort from the University community, the “Green” Information Day
was held on October 19, 2013. As a result of our collective eﬀort, the University
successfully reduced the production of non-woven bags by 70% and the use of
promotional leaﬂets by 30% when compared to last year. The amount of unutilized
(excess) non-woven bags was reduced to zero, and the amount of undistributed leaﬂets
collected for recycling or reuse decreased by 16%. The campus Low-carbon
Ambassadors also helped to retrieve unused leaﬂets from collection boxes for
subsequent reuse by departments. We also encouraged all participants to download our
tailor-made “Green Info Day App” for browsing important information about the event
on-line. Many participants also showed their enthusiasm for waste reduction at source
by bringing their own bags and water bottles.

In order to better allow campus Low-Carbon Ambassadors to experience
“green” lifestyles and to support waste reduction more eﬀectively, a
Low-Carbon Camp was organised in Sai Kung. During the two-day camp, over 60
students competed in small groups seeking to brainstorm the most innovative
and feasible means of minimising carbon emissions in their daily activities.
Activities during the camp included “no leftovers”, “no chemicals” and “no
water wastage” competitions. During the camp, participants were expected to
consume all the edible remains of each and every meal. Participants also cooked
their own meals, which contained no meat or processed food, over brushwood
ﬁres. All students were requested to bring their own bags and boxes when
shopping in area wet markets and avoided buying packaged food items
whenever possible. Participants also rejected the use of chemicals (including
shampoos, shower gel, toothpaste, detergents, and sunblock lotion) and
targeted by-products of petroleum in particular. Finally, all camp participants
reduced water usage and used recycled water during cooking.

With the aim of encouraging our colleagues to conserve energy during break
times and the lunch hour by turning oﬀ their oﬃce equipment, BU HOUR 1300
has been inviting instructors with diﬀerent expertise to organize “green”
workshops for our campus colleagues. For example, BU HOUR 1300 recently
invited Natalie, who has had laughter-yoga training in India, to host the
Laughter Yoga Relaxation Workshop, the aim of which is to teach our
colleagues how to minimize work-related stress through relaxation techniques.

Laughter Yoga Relaxation Work
hsop

At the beginning of the workshop, Natalie asked participants to recall how
often they actually ﬁnd the time for laughter each week. Natalie found that
most of the participants laughed only 1-2 times per week, which is a very small
amount contrasted with children who usually laugh 300-400 times per week!
Natalie explained that kids are more able to laugh for apparently no reason, or
as a response to very simple and minor things. Finally, during the 60-minute
workshop all participants practiced techniques using laughter to alleviate
workplace stress and to achieve greater peacefulness and mindfulness.

Green Tips
Chemical V.S. Natural Personal Care Products
Personal care products, such as bath gel and shampoo, are daily
necessities. There are many choices available in the market; each and
every product emphasizes diﬀerent ingredients and eﬀects. For example,
some claim that their product is extracted exclusively from herbal
essences, others that their formulas are gentle and organic. However, it
has been widely reported that even very common care products may
contain toxic ingredients that can cause allergies and even increase the
risk of cancer. How reliable, truly, are such product claims? Is it really safe
for your health and the environment to continue using mass-produced
care products?
Long-term Use May Lead to Allergies and Increase the Risk of Cancer
The British Association of Dermatologists (BAD) posted a warning in July
2013 stating that the preservatives MI and MCI (^MI –
Methylisothiazolinone, MCI – Methylchloroisothiazolinone), commonly
found in shampoo and conditioner products, correlate to a dramatic
increase in skin allergies and diaper rash in babies. BAD accordingly
recommended that consumers stop using speciﬁed products containing
MI and MCI.
In Hong Kong, a local media outlet followed up the BAD report with its
own research and discovered that around 60-80% of the shampoo and
conditioner products sold by the four largest chain stores in Hong Kong
contain MI and MCI. Even more shocking, among those products which
MI & CMI could be found in common products
claim speciﬁcally that they are gentle and hypoallergenic for babies, at
in local market
least 60% were found to contain MI and MCI! Because of their heat- and
bacteria-resistant properties, MI and MCI are commonly used in small
amounts for cosmetics, cleansers, hygienic towelettes, shaving creams, mascara and toners, etc. However, since it has been revealed that
MI and MCI correlate to higher incidences of skin allergy and diaper rash, experts advise that skin allergy suﬀerers, in particular, should
stop using the related products. (Source: Apple Daily)
Additionally, in 2012 the Hong Kong General Chamber of Pharmacy Limited (HKGCP) announced their
own research ﬁndings, reporting that nearly 50% of the personal care products in the local market may
contain up to 11 toxic (restricted) ingredients, and that the longer-term use of such products may be
harmful and even cause cancer.
HKGCP also conducted tests on 312 products in the market and discovered that 150 of the products
sampled contained, according to the product information label, at least one toxic ingredient. As
mentioned, the research also identiﬁed 11 common toxic chemicals across a variety of products,
including phthalates, paraben, sodium sulfate, formaldehyde, and other toxins commonly found in skin
balm, cleansers, skin care and cosmetic products.

Personal care products may
contain toxic chemicals
such as Phthalates

Phthalates, the toxin that has been linked to a higher incidence of
cancer, has the eﬀect of a female hormone and has been certiﬁed
as an endocrine disruptor by WTO. Pediatric specialists point out,
moreover, that this toxin may retard the development of sexual
organs in children and, over time, a reduced production of sperm,
gynecomastia and even adult infertility may result once exposed
children achieve maturity. Phthalates may also inhibit natural
development in adolescent young women, increasing the risk of
gynecologic disease, including breast cancer, endometriosis and
infertility. (Source: Sing Tao Daily)

Green Tips
Chemical V.S. Natural Personal Care Products
Is it safe to choose products which are advertised as ‘natural’, ‘extracted from herbal essences’ or ‘organic’?
Although most products claim they are ‘natural’, they may not be strictly safe until
you have veriﬁed that there are no toxic ingredients present. It is recommended that
you read all product labels very carefully. In fact, while so-called ‘natural’ products
may seem ideal as replacements for regular shampoo and bathing gel products,
‘traditional’ products (such as camellia seeds, certain cleaning powders and soaps)
are often easier to ﬁnd and are actually better for our health and the environment.
For example, Camellia Seeds Cleaning Powder is made from camellia seeds, which
are a rich source of theasaponin, a naturally occurring compound eﬀective in
degrading oil and dirt. Other readily available soaps are made from edible oils (or
example, coconut and olive oils) which can smoothen and moisten the skin.
Low-cabon Ambassdors tried to use cameilla seed
and leaf to wash dishes

After understanding how harmful to our health chemical cleaning products containing
toxins may be, it follows that they may be equally harmful to our environment. For
example, most bath gels are by-products of fossil fuels, which are very damaging to the
environment. Also, the costs of transportation, packaging and post-consumption
treatment of such fossil fuels are huge, in terms of monetary value and carbon
emissions, in contrast to natural alternatives like camellia seed cleaning powder and
soap. Finally, the showering time for bath gel users is generally longer than that of
natural soap/cleaning powder users, because bath gels are not as easy to wash away
thoroughly, which results in increased water consumption. Greater awareness about
the everyday impacts of chemical products on our bodies and the environment is of the
greatest urgency!

Green Fun：
Get a FREE

As we know, taking a shower consumes less water than taking a bath.
How much water would a 4-person family save everyday, if each
member of the family shortened their shower time by two minutes as
advised by the Water Supplies Department?
(Choose one answer from the following options.)

A. 50 litres

B. 96 litres

C. 85 litres

D. 32 litres

Answer correctly and you will get a free eco-soap! (Limited stocks, ACT NOW!)
E-mail your answer, along with your name, faculty/department/oﬃce and other pertinent
contact information to tfsc@hkbu.edu.hk. The deadline is 31 January 2014.
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(Until 31 January 2014)
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Thousands of unsold bakery products are being dumped in the landﬁlls simply because of the lack of
volunteers to help deliver the food surplus to people in need. Are you willing to bridge this gap? Join the BUGS
Bread Angel program now and accumulate service hours in order to qualify for a free Disneyland ticket!
Click here for details

Eco-farm Fun Day
As a token of appreciation, BUGS members can now qualify for an “Eco-farm Fun Day” by
redeeming BUGS Points earned from “green” community services. Invite your friends and family
members to join BUGS green volunteer services and enjoy an Eco-Farm Fun Day together! Activities
include:
‧ Cooking healthy vegetarian meals over the campﬁre
ers
‧ Making environmentally-friendly detergent out of food waste
Memb
S
G
U
‧ Learning basic organic farming techniques from local farmers
B
Only!
Date: 18 January 2014 (Sat)
Time: 09:00 - 17:00
Location: Natural Network Farmland @ Sheung Shui (Free shuttle from Kowloon Tong)
Fee: FREE (100 BUGS Points) /half price $70 (50 BUGS Points)
Registration deadline: 4 January 2014

Click here for details

For more details about the above activities, please visit www.lowcarbon.hkbu.edu.hk/BUGS

Upcoming Green Events
Lunar New Year is around the corner, it’s time to plan for a
joyful holiday! Check out our Green Activities below and
en
prepare for a Green LunaRRRR New Year!
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LUNA
Book Exchange

Doesn’t want to throw away but old books occupied a lot of your space? Donate your books
to us and share with other book lovers! You may ﬁnd some good reads here too!
Date: 13 Jan to Feb 28, 2014 (Mon - Fri)
Location: Level 3, AAB Podium (LunaRRRR New year Green Corner)

Renew Red Pockets Giveaway &
Small Electrical Appliances Recycling
 Looking for red pockets for CNY? Come and take some FREE "Renew Red Pockets" from us!
 Headache with some old electrical appliances? No worries! Give them to us for reuse or recycling!

Date: 13 to 24 Jan, 2014 (Mon - Fri)
Time 11:30am - 4:30pm
Location: Level 3, AAB Podium (LunaRRRR New year Green Corner)
5/F Main Podium of HSH Campus
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Red Pocket Recycling &
CNY Food Donation Activity

 Used Red Pockets are piling up? DON’T just throw them in the Recycling Bin! Give them a chance

to be reused in the next year!
Cannot ﬁnish all the Festive Treats received from your relatives and friends during CNY? Share
them with people in need!
Date: 4 to 14 Feb, 2014 (Mon - Fri)
Time: 11:30am - 4:30pm
Location: Level 3, AAB Podium (LunaRRRR New year Green Corner)
5/F Main Podium of HSH Campus
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You are welcome to submit articles and photos concerning low-carbon or other related
“green” topics for publication in this newsletter. (Word limit: 800) Selected articles may be
edited and will be posted in the next low-carbon e-newsletter.
Email your draft article/photo along with your name, Faculty/Department/Office and other
pertinent contact information to tfsc@hkbu.edu.hk. The deadline for submissions to the
next newsletter is 31 January 2014. A 8GB bamboo USB will be awarded to selected
entrants.
Comments about how to improve this e-newsletter, as well as regarding any low-carbon-related
questions, activities, and events are always welcome! Please share your views with us here via
Green-mail!

May the Task Force on Sustainable Campus wish you a
Merry Green ChRRRRistmas and Happy New Year ahead!
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Editorial
Team

watch

e-mail

Prof. Stuart Christie, Dr. Chung Shan-shan, Dr. Alice Lee, Ms. Florence Tam

